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Abstract— In this work, we propose a priority buffer
management scheme for MPEG-2 video traffic called
MPFD. The MPFD algorithm is based on constructing a vir-
tual buffer that represents the future buffer occupancy us-
ing information about video frames within a future looka-
head period. The virtual buffer is then used to determine
whether incoming low priority frames need to be dropped
in order to protect future high priority frames. MPFD is
compared to existing buffer management schemes that has
been used for video traffic. MPFD shows a significant frame
loss reduction as compared to other buffer management
schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia applications have become a significant part
of today’s networks and many network protocols have
been built to support such applications. In order to pro-
vide efficient support for multimedia applications such as
video, we need to understand its characteristics to achieve
optimal treatment when congestion and loss is encoun-
tered. For example, video frames are delay constrained
and cannot be used if they miss the display time. Also,
compressed video formats such as MPEG-2 contain de-
pendencies between frames; therefore, losing a frame may
result in having several frames to be incorrectly displayed
due to their dependencies on the lost frame. Hence, in
order to minimize the loss in video quality, congested net-
work nodes should account for the video traffic charac-
teristics when dropping video packets. Network routers
that support service classification can implement service-
aware smart packet dropping schemes in order to improve
the end-to-end performance.

There are several buffering management approaches
proposed in literature to efficiently support prioritized
traffic like video streams. Some approaches are based on
introducing a threshold in the buffer such as Partial Buffer
Sharing (PBS) and Triggered Buffer Sharing (TBS) [1].
In these schemes, a threshold is introduced in the buffer in

order to allow one part of the buffer to be shared by high
and low priority packets while the other part is only used
by high priority packets. The introduced threshold is fixed
in the buffer and does not change to accommodate bursti-
ness in high priority packets within a traffic flow or be-
tween flows that may be aggregated into the buffer. These
schemes are simple to implement and can provide buffer
protection for high priority frames, but the overall perfor-
mance is low because the buffer is not fully utilized due
to the fixed partial buffer space that is allocated to low
priority packets.

Another priority buffer management scheme is the Push
Out Buffer (POB). In this scheme, when a high prior-
ity packet arrives at a full buffer, a low priority packet
is pushed out of the buffer in order to accommodate the
high priority packet. If there are no low priority packets
in the buffer, then the incoming packet is dropped. While
this scheme is efficient and fully utilizes the buffer space,
it is complex to implement because it requires searching
the buffer for low priority packets to discard1.

The simplicity of threshold-based schemes makes them
deployable in intermediate network nodes at the expense
of their relatively low efficiency. On the contrary, the
complexity of POB scheme makes it inappropriate to be
deployed in network nodes despite its efficiency and the
higher performance it offers.

In this paper, we propose a new dropping scheme
that combines the properties of both threshold-based
schemes, like PBS, and POB. Multi-Priority Frame Dis-
card (MPFD) has features that exists in both POB and PBS
schemes. It has the simplicity of the PBS scheme in drop-
ping incoming packets upon arrival and has the efficiency
of POB in minimizing the number of lost frames while
keeping the video quality optimal. It also accommodates
video traffic characteristics to produce better performance

1There are some efficient ways to implement the POB to allow fast
search and removal of packets from the buffer, but these ways are com-
plex and not preferable as compared to threshold-based schemes.



than other dropping schemes. MPFD is based on con-
structing a virtual buffer that represents the future buffer
occupancy using information about future video frames.
The virtual buffer occupancy is used to decide whether
accepting the currently arriving video frame will cause
dropping a future video frame of a higher priority or not.
MPFD is similar to POB in how both schemes look into a
buffer (the physical buffer in POB, and the virtual buffer
in MPFD) to determine what frame to drop, as shown in
Figure 1. The figure shows an example of dropping a
low priority frame (marked with an x) for both MPFD
and POB. The same frame is dropped in both cases, but
frame dropping happens at different times. In POB, the
frame is dropped when the physical buffer is full, while it
is dropped earlier as it arrives to the buffer in MPFD. The
frame drop occurs in MPFD because accepting it will re-
sult in dropping a high priority frame later on as indicated
by the virtual buffer.

MPFD utilizes information about the future video
frames to construct a virtual buffer in order to predict a
future possibility of overflow in the physical buffer. Infor-
mation about future frames are sent to the network node
from the source. If the future overflow occurs while re-
ceiving a high priority frame, then incoming low priority
frames are dropped in advance in order to avoid that over-
flow. This way, the physical buffer contents need not to be
changed when dropping a frame is necessary, and the POB
complexity of searching the buffer is avoided. The infor-
mation sent by the source is conveyed in a scalable fashion
that is inspired by dynamic packet state approaches such
as CSFQ.

MPFD is realized by introducing a dynamic threshold
in the buffer that determines what the current buffer oc-
cupancy should be before accepting the current frame in
order to avoid dropping a future higher priority frame (or
virtual buffer overflow). The distance between the cur-
rent frame and the furthest future frame is denoted as the
future lookahead step. The dynamic threshold and its re-
lation with the lookahead step and the virtual buffer will
be discussed in detail in Section III. Using a threshold in
the buffer to trigger a frame drop makes MPFD share the
simplicity of PBS.

Virtual buffer

x

High priority frame

Low priority frame
x

POB

MPFD

Fig. 1. MPFD virtual Buffer compared to POB physical buffer.

In our performance evaluations, MPFD demonstrates
significant performance improvement because the loss in

high priority packets is reduced without increasing loss
in low priority frames and the whole buffer space can be
utilized by low priority frames. In fact, the loss in low
priority packets decreased as well in some cases. We also
show that MPFD can perform better than POB under cer-
tain conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. An overview about
video characteristics and existing dropping schemes in re-
lated work is given in Section II. In Section III, we de-
scribe the MPFD algorithm. In Section IV, the perfor-
mance of the algorithm is evaluated and discussed. Im-
plementation issues and tradeoffs in the proposed schemes
are presented in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Video Traffic Overview

There are three types of frames generated in MPEG-2
video-coded streams: Intra frames (I-frames), Predicted
frames (P-frames), and Bidirectional frames B-frames. I-
frames are coded using the information in the picture it-
self only, P-frames are coded with respect to the most re-
cently preceding I-frame or P-frame (anchor frame), and
B-frames are coded with respect to the most recently pre-
ceding and following I-frame or P-frame. I-frames are in-
dependent of other frames and have no temporal compres-
sion. P-frames are less compressed than B-frames (be-
cause their motion compensation coding is with respect
to only one anchor frame), but they are usually smaller in
size than the I-frames. B-frames are generally the smallest
in size because their coding is dependent on the informa-
tion contained in the two closest anchor frames through
using motion compensation vectors.

P B P B B P B B I B B P B B P B B P B BB BI B BIB ...

(b)

I P B B P B B P B B B BI P B B P B B B B I B BP

Steady State Transmission Order

...

(c)

I B B B B P B B B BP P I

GOP

...

(a)

Fig. 2. (a) GOP structure, (b) GOP display order, (c) GOP transmis-
sion order.

MPEG-2 frames are generated at a constant rate (e.g.
25 or 30 frames per second). They are generated in a reg-
ular, repeating sequence (see Figure 2(a)) called a Group
of Pictures (GOP). Figure 2(b) and (c) give the order and
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dependencies among frames during both frame genera-
tion and display, and during transmission, respectively.
The frames are reordered prior to transmission so that
frame information is always transmitted before all other
frames that are dependent upon it. In other words, when
a frame arrives at the destination, it will have all informa-
tion needed from other frames available to decode it.

Due to the structure of MPEG-2 video stream, the im-
pact of lost (or corrupted) frame will not only result in the
affected frame no being correctly displayable at the des-
tination, but the impact of the error may “ripple” through
other subsequent frames due to their dependence on the
corrupted frame. The error propagation will continue till
the next synchronization point such as a picture, GOP, or
sequence header. For example, losing an anchor frame
will result in losing all the following frames in that GOP.

B. Dropping Schemes and related work

There are several data protection mechanisms that has
been proposed in order to enhance transport of com-
pressed VBR video over lossy networks. These mecha-
nisms try to minimize the over all video quality degrada-
tion due the encountered losses. These algorithms provide
more loss protection to anchor frames over B-frames due
to their importance. In this subsection we will provide
more details about PBS, TBS and POB dropping schemes.

In PBS, a fixed threshold, T is introduced in the buffer
to allow more protection to anchor frames. If the buffer
occupancy is below a threshold T , both low and high pri-
ority packets are accepted into the buffer, otherwise only
the high priority packets are accepted until the buffer is
full where all packets are discarded [1], [2]. Packets that
belong to I- or P-frames (anchor frames) are marked as
high priority packets while those belonging to B-frames
are low priority packets. Note that when T is equal to the
buffer size, PBS becomes like Tail Discard (TD) that does
not perform priority dropping.

In TBS, two thresholds are defined, TH > TL. When
the buffer occupancy exceeds TH it will not accept low
priority packets and only high priority packets are allowed
into the buffer. The buffer goes back to accept all pack-
ets only when the buffer occupancy decreases below TL

[1]. PBS and TBS are simple and easy to implement be-
cause they operate on incoming packets and they use a
simple decision on the acceptance of a packet. Due to the
fixed threshold value in both PBS and TBS, the loss in B-
frames are high because the buffer is not fully utilized for
B-frames.

In POB, if a high priority packet arrived to the buffer
when it is full, then a low priority packet is removed from
the buffer. If there is no low priority packets in the buffer,

then the incoming packet is discarded. There are two ver-
sions fo POB discussed in [1], [3]: FIFO and LIFO. The
difference between the two versions lies in the selection of
low priority packets to remove. In FIFO, when a low pri-
ority packet is to be removed from the buffer, the packet
closest to the head of the buffer is removed. In LIFO, how-
ever, the packet closest to the tail of the buffer is removed.
The POB scheme is usually not preferred due to the over-
head and complexity involved in searching and selecting
packets from the buffer for removal.

All the above schemes provide protection to high pri-
ority packets that belong to anchor frames. However,
the properties of compressed video does not only require
more protection to anchor frame packets, but it also re-
quires the protected packets to be usable. Our proposed
schemes take into account all the video frame dependen-
cies when dropping frames. The frames that are the most
dependent in their coding on other frames are dropped
then frames that are less dependents are dropped next. By
doing this, only useful frames are transmitted and more
buffer space will be available for incoming frames. The
proposed schemes also minimize the number of frames
that are dropped back to back in order to enhance the per-
ceptual quality at the end user because losing individual
frames that are scattered through the video stream may
not be noticeable by the user.

C. Network model and assumptions

In this Subsection, we start with the assumption about
the network environment. We consider network routers
that support rate allocation per video flow or class such
as core routers that support IntServ or edge routers that
support DiffServ. Routers that are application aware are
able to implement smart buffer management schemes that
can efficiently increase the video transfer quality in con-
gested networks. We also assume that a flow or a class of
of flows are allocated a constant buffering space as well.
A flow traverses a series of such routers from the source to
the destination. The intermediate nodes also have knowl-
edge about the output rate available for each flow or class
of flows.

The traffic video source sends frame packets at a con-
stant frame rate according to the frame display rate. Also,
a frame is composed of a number of packets. Frame pack-
ets are transmitted back-to-back at the sender to the edge
router then to the network. Due to network jitter, inter-
packet time might increase or decrease and therefore,
packets might spread out or be compacted. We present
the MPFD algorithm for fixed frame boundaries first then
we relax this assumption by presenting a method to com-
pensate for the jitter effect.
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III. MULTIPLE PRIORITY FRAME DISCARD

A. Overview

The MPFD design is based on the goal of achieving
the performance of POB but without having its overhead
complexity. In POB, B-frame is pushed out of the buffer
when an anchor frame arrives at a full buffer. In MPFD,
we would like to drop that B-frame but without the com-
plexity of searching the buffer. In order to avoid searching
the buffer for B-frames, we would prefer dropping the B-
frame when it arrives to the buffer because it involves no
buffer manipulation operations. This is possible only if
the network node knows that it needs to drop that B-frame
to avoid dropping a future anchor frame. In order for the
network node to know this kind of information, it needs
to obtain information about the future frames.

Let us assume that the network node knows the arrival
pattern of anchor frames within a future lookahead pe-
riod. This information allows the node to compute the
buffer occupancy during the period in which the future
frames arrive. As mentioned earlier, we call the predicted
buffer state (or occupancy) during that period as the vir-
tual buffer. By constructing a virtual buffer using future
frames, frame information can be used to predict if a high
priority frame will overflow the buffer in the future. Given
the information that the network node has, if a future an-
chor frame is going to be dropped when the current B-
frame is accepted, then that B-frame has to be dropped.

POB and MPFD schemes are similar because both drop
low priority frames only if a high priority frame is going to
be dropped otherwise. However, MPFD drops low prior-
ity frames when they arrive at the buffer while POB drops
them when they are already queued in the buffer. PBS and
MPFD are also similar because both drop frames when
they arrive, however, PBS is not accurate in determining
when a B-frame should be discarded because its decision
is based on a fixed threshold in the buffer and not on the
arrival pattern of frames.

In order to efficiently implement the concept of the vir-
tual buffer, we define a dynamic threshold for each frame
type in the GOP structure. The threshold value is com-
puted so that dropping higher priority frames is avoided
if possible. The threshold value is dynamically computed
at the network node upon frame arrival by using informa-
tion sent from the video source about the frame sizes of
the frames within the future lookahead period. A frame
is dropped when it arrives at the buffer if the buffer occu-
pancy exceeds its corresponding dynamic threshold value.
Dropping frames upon arrival is fast and simple as com-
pared to other algorithms that require searching the buffer
for an appropriate frame to discard.

We choose B-frames to be the first to be dropped when
the buffer becomes congested. The B-frame is the lowest
priority frame in the frame dependency hierarchy and los-
ing it will not affect decoding another frame at the destina-
tion. The spread of B-frames in the GOP structure causes
B-frame loss to be distributed through the sequence and
less likely to be noticed by end user. Also, the frequency
of occurrence of B-frames makes B-frames available for
dropping most of the time. Furthermore, due to the rel-
atively small size of the B-frame as compared to other
frames types, the possibility of buffer underflow after the
frame drop is reduced.

P-frames are usually dropped mainly to protect the fol-
lowing I-frame and other future P-frames that have lower
sequence number (or higher priority). In general, all P-
frames are subject to be dropped for the protection of the
following I-frame. Dropping the P-frame with the highest
sequence number (last P-frame in a GOP) will not cause
another P-frame drop. In the next subsection, we will de-
scribe the MPFD algorithm using the dynamic threshold
with no jitter or losses in the incoming video traffic. These
assumptions will be relaxed later in this section.

Before we present the details of the MPFD algorithm,
we stop to outline the three basic stages in the MPFD ap-
proach:

• The source stamps each frame with the frame sizes
of the following L anchor frames and the frame inter-
arrival time2.

• When the frame arrives at a network node, the
stamped information is extracted from the frame
header and then used along with the current buffer
occupancy and the output rate to construct the virtual
buffer. As will be shown in the next section, the vir-
tual buffer construction is reduced to the evaluation
of some simple equations to compute the dynamic
threshold value.

• The computed dynamic threshold will indicate if the
current frame can be admitted to the buffer or if it has
to be discarded. If admitted to the buffer, the frame is
enqueued and transmitted to the next network node.

In the rest of the section, we elaborate on how the virtual
buffer construction is emulated through an appropriate set
of equations. We also discuss deployment considerations
for MPFD and the modifications required to handle jitter
and loss.

2Including full information in each packet may be redundant, how-
ever, we will assume first that each frame is stamped with all the in-
formation needed for its admission at the network node. Then, we
will discuss in a later subsection several ways of reducing the amount
information sent with each packet.
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B. MPFD algorithm

We define a dynamic threshold, TXY , for each frame
type in the GOP structure, where X is the frame type
whose admission to the buffer is restricted by that thresh-
old and Y is the furthest future higher priority frame to
be protected. This means that TXY is defined such that
X and Y and all high priority frames between X and Y

can be admitted to the buffer if the current buffer occu-
pancy is less than TXY . In other words, TXY is highest
current buffer occupancy that guarantees no dropping of
higher priority frames in the virtual buffer. The threshold
value depends on the future frame sizes that are needed to
be protected. For example, when a B-frame arrives at the
buffer, the threshold value, TBAL

, is calculated in order
to determine whether the current available buffer space
is enough to accept the future L anchor frames and the
arriving B-frame. We will refer to L as the number of
lookahead steps for the dynamic threshold for the rest of
the paper. If the buffer occupancy is below TBAL

, the B-
frame is accepted, otherwise it is discarded. TBAL

should
be carefully selected so that all L anchor frames are ac-
cepted. Other future B-frames might need to be discarded
as well in order for the virtual buffer to accommodate the
anchor frames.

1 1 1 12 2 2 2
I  B B P B B P B B P B B I ...

GOP

Fig. 3. GOP frames assignments

Let the GOP size be N frames, and the distance be-
tween anchor frames be M frames. These video frames
are labeled as in Figure 3. B-frames are labeled as B1 and
B2 because their corresponding threshold value computa-
tion differs slightly as will be shown later in this subsec-
tion.

Before computing TXY , we define another threshold
value, T Y

X , as the threshold imposed on frame X in order
to guarantee the acceptance of frame Y only. It is differ-
ent than TXY because it does not necessarily guarantee
acceptance of high priority frames between X and Y .

Let ro be the output service rate and µX be the size
of frame X in cells3. Now we can compute T Ai

B1
, TAi

B2
,

and TAi

p . Ai represents the i-th anchor frame to arrive
after the current frame we are computing the threshold
for. In order for the virtual buffer to accept the i-th anchor
frame, there should exist enough initial available buffer
space to start with to buffer any burst while receiving the
ith anchor frame given that earlier frames do not overflow

3Frames are segmented into fixed size packets, which we will call
cells.

the virtual buffer. In other words, the buffer occupancy
should be small enough to accommodate any bursts during
that period. The maximum starting buffer occupancy (just
before accepting frame X) is given by T Ai

X as shown in
Equation (1), where ti is the time period during which
the buffer receives both frames X and Ai, and µi is their
frame sizes. This equation means that, given an output
rate ro, the buffer can accept µi bytes during ti without
overflowing if the the buffer occupancy is below T Ai

X .

TAi

X = B − µi + ti × ro (1)

By using Equation (1), we can compute the thresholds
for each frame type by computing the appropriate corre-
sponding µi and ti. Equations (2)-(4) show the values for
TAi

B1
, TAi

B2
, and TAi

P with their correspond µi and ti values,
where tf is the frame inter-arrival time, tX is the burst
time for frame X , tX ≤ tf , and S(x) is the sequence
number of frame x.

TAi

B1
= B − µi + ti × ro ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}

ti = (2 + (i − 1)M) × tf + tAi

µi = µB1
+

i∑

l=1

µAl
(2)

TAi

B2
= B − µi + ti × ro ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}

ti = (1 + (i − 1)M) × tf + tAi

µi = µB2
+

i∑

l=1

µAl
(3)

TAi

P = B − µi + ti × ro ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,
N

M
− 1}

ti = (iM) × tf + tAi

µi = µP +
∑

∀l:S(Al)≤S(Ai)

Al (4)

Notice that when T Ai

P is computed in equation (4), fu-
ture B-frames are not accounted for because TPAi

only
determines if there is a need to drop the current P-frame
to protect a future frame of a higher priority given that all
possible B-frames are dropped.

Since each anchor frame within L-lookahead steps
is guaranteed to be accepted, the threshold value for
L-lookahead steps has to be equal to the smallest i-
lookahead threshold for that frame. In other words, TXAL

is the minimum value of all T Ai

X , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}
to guarantee acceptance of all L anchor frames. TB1AL

,
TB2AL

and TPAL
are shown in equations (5), (6), and (7),

respectively.
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TB1AL
= min(TB1Ai

) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} (5)

TB2AL
= min(TB2Ai

) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} (6)

TPAL
= min(TPAi

) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,
N

M
− 1} (7)

In addition to the above threshold values, another
threshold is defined on each frame type in order to pre-
vent an overflow from happening in the middle of the
frame reception. By introducing this threshold, the MPFD
scheme will guarantee acceptance of complete frames.
The threshold, TX , is given in equation (8). The network
node algorithm to compute the threshold for each frame is
given in Figure 4, where µc and tc are the current frame
size and the its burst time, respectively.

As shown in the previous equations, the threshold is
a function of the output rate, buffer size and the frame
sizes. The actual sizes for corresponding future frames are
sent from the sender to the network node either in packet
headers or in separate packets. Since the threshold com-
putation is a function of the service rate and buffer size,
this algorithm adapts to the current varying network con-
dition. If the network becomes congested and the buffer’s
service rate decreases, this algorithm would still be effec-
tive in protecting the anchor frames over B-frames. If the
network is not congested and the output service rate in-
creases, the threshold value will increase allowing more
B-frames to be accepted, which will not happen in other
fixed threshold dropping schemes such as TBS and PBS
[1].

TX = B − µX + tX × ro (8)

C. Deployment considerations

Thus, so far we have assumed that each frame header
contains frame sizes of all L future anchor frames. This
will create redundant information with a high overhead
that is carried on the network4. In this section we will
address different ways in which the source can provide
the network nodes with the necessary information but with
lower overhead.

One way of sending information from source to the net-
work node is to provide the network node with incremen-
tal information in each frame header. In this method, each
frame header will contain the frame size of the L-th an-
chor frame that follows that frame. Each network node

4Although, the lookahead step required to match the performance
of a complex algorithm such as POB is relatively small (4 to 6 in our
evaluations).

When a frame is received:
T = B − µc + tc × ro // Threshold to accept current frame
if (frame type = B1-Frame)

for all i < L

ti = (2 + (i − 1)M) × tf + tAi

µi = µc +
∑i

l=1 µAl

T = min(T,B − µi + ti × ro)
else if (frame type = B2-Frame)

for all i < L

ti = (1 + (i − 1)M) × tf + tAi

µi = µc +
∑i

l=1 µAl

T = min(T,B − µi + ti × ro)
else if (frame type = P-Frame)

for all i < N
M

− 1
ti = (iM) × tf + tAi

µi = µP +
∑

∀l:S(Al)≤S(Ai)
Al

T = min(T,B − µi + ti × ro)
if (b > T )

Drop(current frame and all future dependent frames)
else

Accept(current frame)

Fig. 4. MPFD algorithm

will maintain an explicit state that contains L data items,
and each item contains the frame size of an anchor frame
within the lookahead period. When a frame arrives, the L-
th anchor frame size is extracted and updated in the state.
Since the distance between anchor frames (M ) is typically
three (see Figure 3), anchor frame size information can
be sufficiently sent every three frames. However, this in-
formation can be duplicated in each of the three frames.
If a frame is dropped in a network node, then subsequent
nodes will not be updated with frame information that was
carried in that frame, which will affect the functionality
of MPFD. To overcome this problem, the information that
was carried in the dropped frame can be appended to the
information carried in the next frame header. Maintaining
a state of L values does not add a significant overhead to
the network node and it is much simpler than manipulat-
ing the buffer contents as it happens in POB scheme.

The choice of the amount of information sent in the
frame header depends on two main parameters that gov-
erns the method of sending information to the network:
available bandwidth and router capabilities. If MPFD
is implemented on routers with limited capabilities, then
stamping full information in each frame will eliminate
maintaining state at the router but at the expense of redun-
dancy in sent information. At the other extreme, routers
with sufficient capabilities can maintain state that contains
future frame sizes in order to minimize the bandwidth
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overhead.

D. Network jitter

In Subsection III-B, we derived the value for the dy-
namic threshold assuming fixed frame boundaries. In this
section, we study the effect of jitter on the computation of
the threshold values. Due to the jitter and queueing delay
that the network introduces, packets might arrive spaced
out or back-to-back. This behavior will certainly affect
the performance of MPFD.

Consider a back-logged buffer at network node j and let
the buffer occupancy at that node be b. Let us assume that
the buffer contains n video frames. Since those n frames
are already in the buffer, they will be transmitted back-
to-back with a rate equal to the buffer output rate. Since
video frames vary is size, their frame boundaries vary ac-
cordingly and will not be constant any more. When con-
sidering jitter, we cannot assume fixed frame boundaries
of future frames because this will produce inaccurate pre-
sentation of the virtual buffer, which will result in wrong
dynamic threshold values. In order to accurately compute
the dynamic threshold in node j + 1, the node needs to
know the arrival time of all future anchor frames that are
included in the threshold computation so that the actual
frame boundaries are determined. In the rest of this sub-
section, we define MPFD with jitter compensation algo-
rithm, MPFD-JC, to solve the jitter problem.

In MPFD-JC, a state of timing information about fu-
ture frames is maintained at the network node and updated
each time a new frame arrives. The updated timing infor-
mation is passed at the node buffer to the frame that is
about to leave the buffer. For example, let us consider
network node j with current buffer occupancy b. Assume
that the first packet of an anchor frame, Ai, arrives to the
buffer. Let us also assume that the first packet of a video
frame, Fj , is about to leave the buffer. By knowing the
buffer occupancy and the output rate, ro, the inter-arrival
time between Fj and Ai, tai

, is calculated as shown in
equation (9). The inter-arrival time for Ai can be sent with
Fj to network node j + 1 and be used to calculate MPFD
dynamic threshold at node j + 1.

The network node maintains the timing information for
each anchor frame in the buffer. Timing information for
an anchor frame, Ai is mainly the buffer delay experi-
enced before starting the frame transmission, denoted as
tai

. Inter-arrival time for each received frame is computed
according to equation (9) and then used to update the tim-
ing information. Each time a packet leaves the buffer,
tai

will be decremented by tpacket, which is the packet
transmission time. For each departing frame, the timing
information is included in the frame header. Note that

the buffer contents are not accessed in the process of up-
dating the inter-arrival times. Information is gathered at
frame arrival and is written at frame departure, i.e., when
a packet arrives or leaves the buffer.

Information
Timing

Information
Timing

Information
Timing

mj-1
mj

Extract/Update timing information upon
frame arrival.

packet between nodes.
Low priority frame.

High priority frame.

node j-1 node j node j+1

Information passing directon with each

Ai F j

Fig. 5. Passing inter-arrival information to past frames.

tai
= b × ro (9)

For L-lookahead step MPFD-JC, the buffer size may
not be large enough to accommodate L anchor frames and
all B-frames among them. Let us assume that the buffer
has only mj < L anchor frames, we can obtain the inter-
arrival times for the remaining L − mj frames from the
last arriving frame (Ai in the above example) to node j

from node j − 1. Since the arriving frame to node j car-
ries inter-arrival times for the following mj−1 at the least,
this information can be passed to Fj as shown in Figure
5. After a frame traverses a number of network nodes,
arrival information about the following L anchor frames
will potentially be obtained.

Now, for the L-lookahead step MPFD-JC, each net-
work node will maintain timing information state that con-
tains L values that correspond to the L anchor frames.
Each value represents the time a frame needs before it
starts its transmission out of the buffer. The timing in-
formation state will be updated upon packet departure (by
subtracting tpacket from each value) or frame arrival (by
updating the inter-arrival times that are carried in the in-
coming frame header). It is noted that when links are con-
gested, inter-arrival time information are updated faster
due to larger buffer occupancies in the congested nodes.
MPFD can be simply modified to account for network jit-
ter. Equations (2)-(4) stay the same expect for ti value.
The values for ti in equations (2)-(4) are redefined in
equation (10), where tai

is the inter-arrival time between
the current frame and Ai. The pseudo code for MPFD-
JC algorithm is given in Figure 6, where FHt[i] is the
inter-arrival time between the current frame and Ai that is
carried in the current frame header.

ti = tai
+ tAi

(10)
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When frame j is received:
taj

= b × ro

for all j ≤ i < L // Update timing information.
tai

= FHt[i] + taj

T = B − µc + tc × ro

if (frame type = B1-Frame or B2-Frame)
for all i < L

ti = tai
+ tAi

µi = µc +
∑i

l=1 µAl

T = min(T,B − µi + ti × ro)
else if (frame type = P-Frame)

for all i < N
M

− 1
ti = tai

+ tAi

µi = µP +
∑

∀l:S(Al)≤S(Ai)
Al

T = min(T,B − µi + ti × ro)
if (b > T )

Drop(current frame and all future dependencies)
else

Accept(current frame)
When a packet is transmitted:

for all i < L

tai
= tai

− tpacket

For each departing frame header:
for all i < L

FHt[i] = tai

Fig. 6. MPFD-JC algorithm

The complexity involved in maintaining a state of tim-
ing information is not significant as compared to buffer
maintenance as in POB scheme. The state information
may only correspond to an array L variables, where L is a
small number. In our simulation evaluations, L = 10 was
sufficient to outperform all existing dropping schemes.

E. Frame loss

The MPFD algorithm depends on the source to pro-
vide network nodes with information about future frames
in order to create the virtual buffer. The virtual buffer is
created correctly at each node if we assume that there is
no anchor frame loss in the upstream nodes because the
information carried in a frame will correctly describe fu-
ture frames within the lookahead period. However, anchor
frames may be discarded resulting in incorrect or not up-
dated frame information carried by previous frames. To
illustrate this problem, let us consider a scenario of a B-
frame that carries information about a later anchor frame,
Ai. The B-frame is accepted and buffered at network node
j. Assume that Ai is dropped when it arrives at node j−1.
Now the B-frame will have incorrect information about
a dropped frame. The B-frame proceeds to node j + 1
where it gets dropped to avoid dropping Ai. The B-frame

is dropped because of incorrect or not updated informa-
tion about Ai causing more frame drop than needed.

Therefore, anchor frame loss needs to be updated in
previous frames that are still in the physical buffer to avoid
incorrect dropping of frames. To solve this problem we
follow a method similar to MPFD-JC and define an ex-
tended MPFD algorithm with loss compensation, MPFD-
LC. In MPFD-LC, the network node maintains informa-
tion state about anchor frames sizes in the lookahead pe-
riod and updates this information of any changes carried
in incoming frames. The state includes L frame sizes that
correspond to the L anchor frames in the lookahead pe-
riod. If a node drops an anchor frame, it updates its cor-
responding maintained frame size with a zero. The node
updates the information carried in each departing frame
with any frame drop. A pseudo code for the MPFD-LC
algorithm is shown in Figure 7.

When frame j is received:
for all i < L // Update size information.

µAi
= FHµ[i]

if anchor frame
if frame dropped

µA0
= 0

For each departing frame header:
for all i < L

FHµ[i] = µAi

Fig. 7. MPFD-LC algorithm

Note that dropping a B-frame does not require any up-
date because B-frame information is not carried in previ-
ous frames and is not used for lookahead. Anchor frame
loss is rare because a loss will first occur in B-frames,
therefore, updating information about lost anchor frame is
rare and may not introduce significant overhead.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Environment

In order to study the performance of MPFD, we con-
sider a network node with a simple architecture. Since
each flow in the node has a designated buffer space and
output rate, we can look at one video flow in the simula-
tion as shown in Figure 8. When a packet arrives to the
buffer, a decision is made on whether to accepted it or not
depending on the buffer management scheme applied.

We segment video frames into fixed size packets that
we will call cells. This segmentation is used because Vari-
able Bit Rate (VBR) video frames vary in size and so do
the slices that compose a picture. Therefore, measuring
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losses in terms of frames or slices would not be accurate
as opposed to fixed size cells as a measuring unit.

B. Video traffic Model

Segmented video frames arrive to the buffer where the
order of frames (in repeating GOPs) is governed by the
twelve-state machine shown in Figure 9. As a result,
the deterministic ordering between the frame types is pre-
served within each GOP to resemble better modeling ac-
curacy than 3-state MMBP statistical ordering mentioned
in [4].

In this work, frames are sized according to lognormal
distributions [5]. They are bounded by a maximum frame
size. The mean size of each frame type is selected ac-
cording to the average of statistics for real MPEG-2 coded
movies shown in [6], which were prepared by Oliver
Rose of the Computer Science Institute at University of
Wuerzburg. The I-, P-, and B-frames are set to have nor-
malized mean frame sizes, µI : µP : µB , of 1 : 0.3 :
0.13 and relative standard deviations, σI : σP : σB , of
1 : 0.76 : 0.32, respectively.

Maintaining the previously mentioned average frame
size ratios limits the system’s offered load5 to 23% be-
cause, even when µI is maximal, µB is limited 0.13µI ,
which results in low system load. Furthermore, a 100%
load can only be achieved when a continuous stream of
cells is injected in the system; that type of stream is un-
realistic. Even though the maximum load is low, video
streams are time sensitive, which cause the input arrival
rate to reach the peak rate during a packet burst (frame).
This arrival pattern can cause buffer overflow when the
output link is congested. We are also evaluating the al-
gorithm’s performance at an output rate that falls in the
range of the average input rate.

5Offered load = (full slots/Total slots) at the input link.

C. Metrics

Part of the network node intelligence is the ability to
distinguish between video frame types. This allows the
network node to implement frame dependency drop, i.e.,
when a frame is dropped then all of its dependent in-
coming frames are dropped as well. By using frame de-
pendency in dropping frames, only usable frames will be
passed to the next network node, which will reduce the
network load and cause some congestion situations to be
eliminated. Dependency dropping is used in this paper in
order to evaluate the performance in terms of goodput.

Goodput is defined as the ratio of the cells belonging
to correctly displayable frames that are transmitted by the
node’s output link to the total number of cells. Further-
more, we define Ploss = 1 − goodput; we choose these
definitions of goodput and loss probability because they
are more representative measures of the integrity of the
end user’s perceived video quality than other measures
[7], [8]. Similar work that used goodput as performance
measure is presented in [9], [3], [10]

It was shown in Section III, MPFD is designed to con-
sider the video traffic dependency between frames. How-
ever, PBS and TBS were not designed for video traffic
that has dependency between frames. Since we are mea-
suring the goodput (or the usability of transmitted video
frames), it will not be be fair to compare MPFD with the
PBS and POB as they are because their goodput perfor-
mance will be low. Therefore, we implemented modified
PBS, TBS, and TD schemes that are able to perform de-
pendency dropping. We call the modified PBS, TBS, and
TD as PBS-D, TBS-D, and TD-D, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Total loss.

The goodput performance of PBS-D and TBS-D is bet-
ter than the original PBS and TBS schemes as shown in
Figure 10. Since the corrupted or incorrectly decodable
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frames are dropped upon arrival, the buffer will have more
space to accept usable frames, which increases the good-
put.

D. Selected Results
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Fig. 12. Loss in B-frames.

We compared the results of MPFD with four dropping
schemes: TD-D, POB, PBS-D and TBS-D algorithms.
In Figures 11–14, we plotted cell loss probability for all
dropping schemes versus normalized output line rate6 for
a load of 20% and with a confidence of 90%. Figures 15–
18 show similar results for a load of 23%. In addition to
the results for MPFD with L = 10, we plotted results for
simple MPFD with L = 1 to show the lower performance
bound of MPFD. It will be shown below in this subsec-
tion that MPFD with 10 lookahead steps is sufficient to
achieve better performance than all threshold-based drop-
ping schemes.

6The normalized output rate is the ratio between the output line rate
and the input line rate. It can be looked at as a measure of link conges-
tion.
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Fig. 14. Loss in P-frames.

Figure 11 shows the total loss probability for all drop-
ping schemes. The total loss of complete frames in both
MPFD and simple MPFD appears to be the smallest of
all threshold based schemes while it achieves a compara-
ble performance of POB scheme. This indicates that the
MPFD scheme results in better bandwidth utilization than
TD-D, PBS-D and TBS-D. Similar results are also shown
in Figure 15. Notice that, with simple MPFD, total loss
is significantly reduced, which results in a better video
quality. The reason behind this significant improvement
can be seen in Figures 12 and 16 where we can see that
the reduction in the total loss is mainly caused by a sig-
nificant reduction in the B-frame loss. This loss drop is
one advantage of dynamic threshold in MPFD over fixed
threshold(s) as in PBS-D and TBS-D.

Notice that the performance of PBS-D and TBS-D is
governed by the appropriate selection of the threshold
value. The B-frame loss in PBS-D is increased by an order
of magnitude when the threshold value is changed from 50
to 40. Therefore, the threshold value has to carefully cho-
sen in order to meet the burstiness of the video stream. In
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MPFD, however, it is not required to define a fixed opti-
mum value for the threshold.

Figures 13 and 14 show the cell loss probabilities in
I-frames and P-frames, respectively. The simple MPFD
results show a loss reduction in I-frames and P-frames
and better performance than TD-D, but not not as good as
other threshold-based dropping schemes. In MPFD, how-
ever, the I-frames encountered no loss and the P-frames
had only 3.5×10−6, which is lowest loss among all drop-
ping schemes including POB. Similar results are shown in
Figures 17 and 18 for a load of 23%. The general MPFD
performs the best among the other dropping schemes. It is
important to notice that, for comparable results for anchor
frame loss, the corresponding B-frame loss in MPFD is
one to two orders of magnitude less than that for TBS-D
and PBS-D.

The simple MPFD has shown a significant loss reduc-
tion in I-frames and P-frames without increasing loss in
B-frames. With knowledge about only one future anchor
frame size, it provided I-frame loss reduction better than
PBS-D with T = 50, and TBS-D with H = 50, L = 45.
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The loss in P-frames is comparable to PBS-D with thresh-
old value of 50 for a normalize output rate greater than
0.23 as shown in Figure 18, which is equal to the aver-
age input traffic rate. Since simple MPFD represents the
lower performance bound for MPFD, the results showed
that MPFD is efficient in protecting high priority frames
while increasing the usability of the video frames.

V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

There are several issues about MPFD scheme limita-
tions and deployment. We address some of them in this
section.

• The MPFD requires the source to send informa-
tion about future frames. Sending information about
frame sizes adds bandwidth overhead to the estab-
lished connection. However, the overhead is small.
Two bytes could be sufficient to include size and tim-
ing information for each frame size.

• With an appropriate congestion control at the source,
MPFD can be implemented at the source. In this
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case, threshold computation will be more accurate
since network jitter, loss and delay effects do not
exist at the source. At the network side, no modi-
fication will be required at the intermediate nodes,
which makes this algorithm easy to deploy. MPFD
at the source may not be as powerful as when it is
deployed in the network, but it can perform better
than other buffer management schemes such as POB
because of it is simpler to implement and because a
bigger lookahead enables the source to construct the
virtual buffer further in the future, which results in a
better performance.

• We mentioned that MPFD can drop complete frames.
This means that when a frame is dropped then all
packets that belong to that frame has to be dropped.
Since the network node knows the size of the ar-
riving frame when it receives frame header, it can
drop all packets that belong to that frame. We also
assume that all network nodes in the video flow
path are MPFD enabled. This implies that network
nodes are aware of the packets that they drop because
frame dropping occurs after extracting the informa-
tion from the frame header.

• The MPFD algorithm can be applied for Video On
Demand video streaming to enhance the video qual-
ity because information about future frames is avail-
able. In real-time video, however, this type of in-
formation is not available. Therefore, MPFD can be
limited to short look-ahead distance and utilize infor-
mation about small number of future frames.

• MPFD can also be applied on a per class level in-
stead of per flow level. One lookahead sequence can
be constructed for the whole class using information
carried by the flows in the class. The lookahead se-
quence is then used to construct the virtual buffer to
determine what frames have to be dropped. In per
class environment, thresholds defined on B-frames
will still be applied in the same a way it is applied in
a per flow environment. However, dependency drop-
ping cannot be fully implemented, but dropping the
highest sequence (lowest priority) of anchor frames
first reduces the need to implement dependency drop.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new buffer management
scheme to enhance video transport over the network. The
proposed MPFD scheme is based on constructing a vir-
tual buffer that represents the future buffer occupancy us-
ing information about future video frames. The virtual
buffer is used to determine whether low priority frames

need to be dropped in order to avoid dropping a high prior-
ity frame. This scheme is compared with TD, PBS, TBS,
and POB dropping schemes. It was shown in this paper
that MPFD scheme performs better than other dropping
schemes in protecting high priority frames as well as in
increasing output link utilization.

These schemes can be applied in network nodes in or-
der to handle network congestion in multimedia connec-
tions while maximizing the goodput of video sequences.
The MPFD is easier to implement than POB because it op-
erates on incoming frames and does not search the buffer
for frames to drop. It can be applied in layer-four switch-
ing domain to maximize goodput.

We are interested in extending the current work to study
MPFD incremental deployment of MPFD at the source.
Also, we are looking into ways to minimize the algorithm
overhead at the network node and to try to apply MPFD
in a core stateless network environment.
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